
   
 

 

 

 

All of us at Wellington Primary School wish you a very happy holiday. We look 
forward to seeing you at the start of the Summer Term on Tuesday, 23rd April.  

 

 
 
The pupils have enjoyed another busy term with lots of extra-curricular activities, trips and visitors which 
have enriched their learning experience. We do hope you enjoy reading the termly curriculum magazines. 
They are also on our website each term.  
 
We have hosted visits from a range of professionals this term, one of the highlights was being asked by the 
Ministry of Education in the Cayman Islands to help them design their new curriculum. They are working 
with three schools in the UK which they were very impressed with. Please see some of the feedback below 
from the Education Minister and the education advisers about our school.     
 
‘The school is both academically and socially impressive. The pupils are critical independent thinkers, who 
are very articulate and confident…most capacious in their eagerness to express their genuine passion and 
pride in and for their work’.  (Hon. Juliana O’Connor Connolly Minister of Education Cayman) 
 
‘The students are very aware of what they need to do to improve. They are adept at self-reflection and 
striving to improve themselves. There is a clear methodology across the school and it shows in the 
workbooks, classroom and student interactions. It is obvious that education at Wellington touches the 
whole child emotionally and academically. It shows me that an investment made early on, pay dividends 
later and the key to this is leadership and consistency.’ (Jerome McCoy Education Strategy Officer Cayman)   
  

I hope you enjoy reading about all the learning activities the pupils have been engaged in this term in every 

year group. Please share the magazine with your child and ask them lots of questions about the learning 

this term. 

We welcome Miss Robertson, who has joined the Reception teaching team, and will take Yew Class from 

next term, so that Mrs Huq can begin her maternity leave. We look forward to meeting Mrs Huq’s baby and 

wish her well. 

Thank you to all the parents, grandparents and carers who have been so supportive in so many different 

ways this term. As ever, this has really been appreciated. We look forward to the exciting summer term.  

Mrs Norton & the Wellington Team  
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Have your children mentioned the Rights Respecting Schools Award? 

Wellington has already achieved Bronze and is now going for the Silver level.  

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child sets out the human rights of 

every child without discrimination. The Convention has many statements or 

articles which define these rights, such as ‘Every child has the right to 

education’ (Article 28). The school has an article of the month to explain and 

promote them and all the children are encouraged to enter a poster 

competition. By children knowing their rights, they are more aware of the 

rights of their classmates and also children around the world, helping them to 

respect others. 

The Infants and the Juniors each have a working groups which meet regularly. 

They are led by Mrs Murphy and have representatives from each year. The 

groups discuss and decide how the school can support the Rights of the Child.  

 

If you are on the Infant site, have a look at the Rights Respecting Display 

outside Mrs Norton’s office. This has been recently renewed with some 

drawings of children in the playground done by the working group. Ask your 

children about the Playground Buddies which encourages playing well 

together and trains older pupils to be play leaders and role models for 

younger children; or have a look at the most recent Anti Bullying Policy to see 

how the Rights of the Child are being woven in to all aspects of the school. 

 

Henny Pearmain 

Community Governor (Rights Respecting link) 

 



Sapphire and Topaz Class 
This term, Sapphire and Topaz have been engaging in a wide range of curricular 
activities including designing, creating and evaluating money boxes in DT. We have 
been learning about plants in Science and learnt how different variables affect the 
growth of plants. PE has been very exciting as we have upskilled our skills in 
football. For our Volcanoes topic, we have learnt so many amazing facts and now 
feel confident sharing the facts learnt. We also took part in an outstanding 
workshop on Volcanoes and Earthquakes.  Also, we were very lucky to have had an 
amazing visit to the Apple store in Westfield to enhance our learning in computing 
and helping us to explore our topic of Europe in more depth. 

In ICT we have been learning to programme using MSW 

Logo and created volcanoes using MS Paint. In PSHCE 

we have been learning to set targets and looked at how 

to recognise and deal with feelings of guilt. During 

Spanish we have learnt about masculine and feminine 

nouns along with the names of animals. In Art we have 

constructed models of the Colosseum  in Rome, using  

plasticine. In RE, we have explored all religions and 

recently we have been learning about Christianity.   



In Science we have learnt about Light and Shadows and 

carried out a variety of investigations to see how light 

travels and how shadows are formed. In the second half 

term, we explored parts and functions of a plant. We also 

learnt how different factors and variables affect the 

growth of plants.   



 

We celebrated World Book Day 

across the school. The theme was 

Harry Potter and we took part in a 

range of Harry Potter activities. 

Even the teachers dressed up! It 

was great fun! 

In English this term, we have  explored many genres. We focused on two texts:  

Fantastic Mr. Fox by Roald Dahl and Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters by John Steptoe. We 
learnt how to retell stories using the correct features. We also wrote some amazing 
character and setting descriptions. For Fantastic Mr Fox, we focused a lot on reading 
using the reading domains such as inference, prediction and comparison. We also took 
part in debate, drama, writing a balanced argument and then finally we wrote a per-
suasive letter. Linked with topic work, we carried out research on Europe and created 
an informative report. Another text type was instructional writing. We looked at ways 
of trapping a dragon and learnt all the features to help write effective and useful in-
structions.  



We have continued to work on our mental maths skills using Fluent in Five 

on a daily basis and have developed new strategies to help us calculate more 

quickly. Becoming more confident with our times tables has also benefited 

us. In Statistics we explored and carried out surveys on transport and food.  

It has been fun learning about fractions of amounts, fractions on a number 

line and  fraction word problems.  

For Maths, we have started learning how important it is to understand 

maths vocabulary, especially in word propblems.  



Year 4 Spring  
This spring we have been very busy learning about stories with dilemmas, as well as 

learning about the Rainforest and Antarctica in our topic work.  We visited an actual living 

rainforest in the UK, see our pictures of what we did.  We also celebrated World Book Day 

completing lots of activities based on Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone.  We also 

had a visitor who came in to teach us history through street dance.  We learnt how to 

dance like an Egyptian in preparation for our Summer Topic.  

 

It’s World 
Book 
Day! 

We made broomstick 
bookmarks to take 
our reading to  
mysterious and  
magical places.  

We had the best day.  We really 

loved Mrs. Sherriff’s and Mr.  
Norman’s costumes, we think  
everyone made a really special 

effort.  Thank you to everyone who 

made it a very special day.  

We attended  Obsidian’s assembly on World 
Book Day, then we attend a Potions and Magic 

class, learnt how to use our wands and create 

our own spells, designed our shields, made 

our brook stick bookmarks and got to  

decorate biscuits using icing and special  

magical sprinkles.   

On 7th March 2019, 

w e  ce le br a te d 

World Book Day 

across the school.  

We all got to dress 

up as our favourite 

book characters.   

We really loved designing our 
shields.  



Our Mathematics work this term has focused on developing our explanations and challenging 

ourselves through deepening our understanding.  We have learnt to count forwards and 

backwards using fractions, solve problems involving fraction and decimals as well as 

multiplication and division.  Solving missing number problems and calculating the perimeter 

and area of rectilinear shapes.   

We are learning to identify  

equivalent fractions, and use  

mathematical vocabulary to  

explain our reasoning.  

We have been using bar modelling 

to work out fractions of money and 

use it in our explanations  

We used unifix cubes 

to help us with short 

division, we then 

explained what we did 

to get our answer. 

We have been developing 

our gymnastic skills using 

apparatus and floor mats.  

We had an urban dance company 

come to visit us to teach us history 

through dance.  We danced like the 

Egyptians, learnt facts for our next 

topic and got our hearts beating 

really fast.   



 

 

In Science, We have learnt lots more about animals in their habitat and 

created identification keys to classify animals.  We  also investigated 

how sound is made and how we hear sound.  Our experiments have 

helped us to understand sound proofing and how to change pitch.   

In PSHCE our topic has been Healthy Me.  

We have leant to identify people close to 

us and also making healthy choices.   

We learnt about saving water and 

how to help those who do not 

have clean water in Amber Class 

Assembly.  

In Art we have been  learning about 

printing using our fingers, we focused 

on living things to match our science 

topic.  

We also made landscape 

collages of Antarctica.  First, 

we designed our landscape,  

then used small pieces of 

material and coloured  

paper to create the textured 

landscape.  

We have been classifying   

creatures based on their  

features  just like scientists . It  

was fun to investigate  the  

questions we could use and 

then sort the creatures using 

these questions.   Have a go 

yourself, it is a but tricky! 

We have been  

looking into the  

reasons why people 

choose to smoke 

and the effect of 

smoking on the 

I am using a 

sound reader.   

This is 
a quiet 
area 



Our trip to the 

Living Rainforest 

was excellent.   

Though our topic work we have 

taken a journey through the  

Amazon Rainforest, learnt about 

the different tree layers, met 

tribes and learnt about their way 

of life, as well as discussed how 

we can prevent deforestation.   

We have been developing our reading skills by finding out the 

meaning words, understanding what we’re read for meaning and 
comparing parts of a book or characters.  Drama has helped to  

understand characters in depth.  

We were learning about animal habitats 

in the rainforest.  Can you see the sloth?  

In English, we read Pebble in My Pocket and Charlotte’s Web this term. We learnt how to write a  
story with a dilemma.  We analysed characters through other character’s points of view, wrote diary 
entries and developed our grammar by learning how to use inverted commas, synonyms for said, 

embedded and relative clauses and much more. Our work also included lots of drama work.  



Year 5 

This term we have studied 
Africa, contrasting its rural 

and urban areas.  

Painting a setting of  
Timbavati, using 

the story ‘The 
Butterfly Lion’. 

We identified physical 
and human features of 

the UK. 

We described the African 
veld using figurative  
language features. 

Using traditional African 
design in ART 



Learning about 
materials and 

their properties.  

Identifying reversible 
and irreversible 

changes  



Describing the African 
Veld based on facts 

from the Butterfly Lion 

Writing to create tension 
and atmosphere. 

Analysing the emotions of a 
character during a series of 

events in the text. 

Writing a balanced argument 
linked to the Butterfly Lion by 

Michael Morpurgo 



Solving problems using 
decimals, fractions and 

percentages 

Fluency, reasoning 
and problem solving 

in maths 



Year 6 Magazine 

Spring Term 2019 

We have  enjoyed lots of fun  
workshops this term. We travelled 
back in time and  learnt all about 

the Mayans, from Mexico. 



We have been reading  Kensuke’s Kingdom  by Michael  Morpurgo. We have been 

exploring the characters and set-

ting description using figurative 

language. We also did some crea-

tive writing based on a short film 

called Alma. 

English  



 

 

In maths we have covered 

lots of topics including, 

fractions, algebra and 

metric measures. 



 

Heart Dissection Workshop 

Forces Workshop 
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